Dr. Stephanie Johnson, a Milwaukee native, is a licensed clinical and research neuropsychologist and primary caregiver for her mom who is living with dementia. Dr. Johnson will share her experiences; obstacles with health care systems; and her concern for her family’s future as this disease has impacted their family for three generations.

Wisconsin Alzheimer’s Institute and Alzheimer’s disease champion, Louis ‘Lou’ Holland, Jr., will share his personal story about his father, Lou Holland, Sr., a Racine native and former UW football player and alumnus, who is currently battling Alzheimer’s disease. Lou and his family are tirelessly committed to raising awareness and support for the disease.

Ahman Green, Green Bay’s All-Time Leading Rusher, spent eight seasons with “The Green and Gold.” While his play on the field earned him a spot in the team’s Hall of Fame, off the field, his mother’s struggle with Alzheimer’s disease led him to become actively involved in raising awareness about the disease. Ahman will join us to share his story. (Milwaukee only)
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